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In 1250 B.C. the teenaged son of the Egyptian high priest sets off a series of harrowing
events when he accidentally kills the sacred cat of Bubastes and, accompanied by his
sister and two foreign slaves, embarks on a dangerous journey to find safe haven
beyond the borders of Egypt.
‘I never saw any regiment in such order,’ said Wellington before the Battle of Waterloo,
‘it was the most complete and handsome military body I ever looked at.’ The object of
the Duke's admiration was the 23rd Regiment of Foot – the famous Royal Welch
Fusiliers – and this is their story during the tumultuous and bloody period of the wars
with France between 1793 and 1815. Based on rare personal memoirs and
correspondence and new research, this compelling book offers fresh insight into the
evolution of the British Army. Scorned by even its own countrymen in 1793, it was
transformed within a generation into a professional force that triumphed over the
greatest general and army of the time. The men of the Royal Welch Fusiliers come
alive as Graves tracks them across three continents, joining them in major battles and
minor skirmishes, surviving shipwrecks and disease. We come to know such fighting
men as the intrepid Drummer Richard Bentinck, the eccentric Major Jack Hill, and their
beloved commander, Lt-Col. Harvey Ellis, who led his Fusiliers in some of the most
famous actions only to fall at the greatest of them all – Waterloo. This is a book that will
appeal to all those interested in the Napoleonic wars, contemporary tactics and the
meaning and the cost of courage.
In the 1980s, a series of child sex abuse cases rocked the United States. The most
famous case was the 1984 McMartin preschool case, but there were a number of
others as well. By the latter part of the decade, the assumption was widespread that
child sex abuse had become a serious problem in America. Yet within a few years, the
concern about it died down considerably. The failure to convict anyone in the McMartin
case and a widely publicized appellate decision in New Jersey that freed an accused
molester had turned the dominant narrative on its head. In the early 1990s, a new
narrative with remarkable staying power emerged: the child sex abuse cases were
symptomatic of a 'moral panic' that had produced a witch hunt. A central claim in this
new witch hunt narrative was that the children who testified were not reliable and easily
swayed by prosecutorial suggestion. In time, the notion that child sex abuse was a
product of sensationalized over-reporting and far less endemic than originally thought
became the new common sense. But did the new witch hunt narrative accurately
represent reality? As Ross Cheit demonstrates in his exhaustive account of child sex
abuse cases in the past two and a half decades, purveyors of the witch hunt narrative
never did the hard work of examining court records in the many cases that reached the
courts throughout the nation. Instead, they treated a couple of cases as representative
and concluded that the issue was blown far out of proportion. Drawing on years of
research into cases in a number of states, Cheit shows that the issue had not been
blown out of proportion at all. In fact, child sex abuse convictions were regular
occurrences, and the crime occurred far more frequently than conventional wisdom
would have us believe. Cheit's aim is not to simply prove the narrative wrong, however.
He also shows how a narrative based on empirically thin evidence became a theory
with real social force, and how that theory stood at odds with a far more grim reality.
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The belief that the charge of child sex abuse was typically a hoax also left us
unprepared to deal with the far greater scandal of child sex abuse in the Catholic
Church, which, incidentally, has served to substantiate Cheit's thesis about the
pervasiveness of the problem. In sum, The Witch-Hunt Narrative is a magisterial and
empirically powerful account of the social dynamics that led to the denial of widespread
human tragedy.
Trapped in the depths of Japanese-held territory, it was rare for Allied prisoners of war
to attempt escape. There was little chance of making contact with anti-guerrilla or
underground organisations and no possibility of Europeans blending in with the local
Asian populations. Failure, and recapture, meant execution. This was what Lieutenant
Commander R.B. Goodwin faced when he decided to escape from the Shamsuipo PoW
Camp in Kowloon, Hong Kong in July 1944 after three years of internment.With no
maps and no knowledge of the country or the language, Lieutenant Commander
Goodwin set out across enemy territory and war-torn China. Because of the colour of
his skin he had to travel during the hours of darkness for much of what was an 870-mile
journey to reach British India. Few of his fellow prisoners gave him any chance of
succeeding, yet, little more than three months later, he was being transported to the
safety of Calcutta. For his daring and determination Lieutenant Commander Goodwin
was awarded the Order of the British Empire.
Adaptation, vulnerability and resilience of people to climate change depend upon a
range of conditions. These vary from their degree of exposure and dependency upon
weather patterns for livelihoods and food security, to varying capacities in adaptation,
which are influenced by gender, social status, economic poverty, power, access, and
control and ownership over resources in the household, community and society. This
report demonstrates that women represent a primary resource for adaptation through
their their experience, responsibilities and strengh, and that women play a much
stronger role in the management of ecosystem services and food security. Hence, it
argues that sustainable adaptation must focus on gender and the role of women if it is
to become successful.
Considered by many the greatest war novel of all time, All Quiet on the Western Front
is Erich Maria Remarque’s masterpiece of the German experience during World War I.
I am young, I am twenty years old; yet I know nothing of life but despair, death, fear,
and fatuous superficiality cast over an abyss of sorrow. . . . This is the testament of
Paul Bäumer, who enlists with his classmates in the German army during World War I.
They become soldiers with youthful enthusiasm. But the world of duty, culture, and
progress they had been taught breaks in pieces under the first bombardment in the
trenches. Through years of vivid horror, Paul holds fast to a single vow: to fight against
the principle of hate that meaninglessly pits young men of the same generation but
different uniforms against one another . . . if only he can come out of the war alive.
“The world has a great writer in Erich Maria Remarque. He is a craftsman of
unquestionably first rank, a man who can bend language to his will. Whether he writes
of men or of inanimate nature, his touch is sensitive, firm, and sure.”—The New York
Times Book Review
As China’s global influence continues to rise, its capital, Beijing, has become
increasingly important—and a popular tourist destination, greeting close to five million
international visitors each year. An Armchair Traveller’s History of Beijing presents the
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capital from its earliest beginnings as a prehistoric campsite for Peking Man through its
fluctuating fortunes under a dozen dynasties. Home to capitals of several states over
time, the site of modern Beijing has been ruled by Mongolian chiefs and the glorious
Ming emperors, whose tombs can still be found on its outskirts. Through Beijing, we
can experience Chinese history itself, including its more famous residents—including
Khubilai Khan, Mulan, and Marco Polo. Special emphasis is placed on Beijing’s
precarious heritage in the twenty-first century, as modern construction wipes out much
of the old city to make way for homes for twenty million people. This book also offers
detailed information on sites of tourist interest, including the pros and cons of different
sections of the Great Wall and the best ways to see the Forbidden City and the fastdisappearing relics of the city’s Manchu and Maoist eras. A chapter on food and drink
examines not only local delicacies, but the many other Chinese dishes that form part of
Beijing’s rich dining traditions. With its blend of rich history and expert tips, An
Armchair Traveller’s History of Beijing is an essential introduction to one of the world’s
most remarkable cities.
Adaptations of classics fill today's stages and screens. This issue of Frontline Drama brings
together four superlative stage adaptations which demonstrate how contemporary dramatists
have transformed well-known novels into something bold and new. Included are Jane Austen's
Emma by Michael Fry, John Cleland's The Life and Times of Fanny Hill by April De Angelis,
Charles Dickens's Great Expectations by John Clifford and George Eliot's The Mill on the Floss
by Helen Edmundson. Michael Fry's introduction sets the issue of adapting classics into
context.
This book explores the objectives pursued in donor programs, the methods used to advance
them, and the underlying assumptions and strategies. It emphasizes the unexpected and
sometimes unpleasant consequences of ignoring not only political and societal constraints but
also advances in our technical approaches to performance improvement, the one area where
the First World has a comparative advantage. The geographic scope of the work is broad,
incorporating examples from Eastern and Central Europe, Latin America, Africa, and the AsiaPacific region as well as from several First World nations. Justice Reform and Development
examines First World assistance to justice or "rule of law" reforms in developing and
transitional societies, arguing that its purported failure is vastly exaggerated, largely because of
unrealistic expectations as to what could be accomplished. Change nonetheless is needed if
the programs are to continue and would be best based on targeting specific performance
problems, incorporation of donor countries’ experience with their own reforms, and greater
attention to relevant research. While contributing to an on-going debate among practitioners
and academics involved in justice programs, this book will also be accessible to readers with
little exposure to the topics, especially advanced undergraduate and graduate students in law,
political science and areas studies.
A comprehensive guide to the complex interactions between psychology and criminal law both
in and out of the courtroom.
In February 1810, Wellington formed what became the most famous unit in the Peninsular
War: the Light Division. Formed around the 43rd and 52nd Light Infantry and the 95th Rifles,
the exploits of these three regiments is legendary. Over the next 50 months, the division would
fight and win glory in almost every battle and siege of the Peninsular War. Key to the
understanding how the division achieved its fame is an understanding of their excellence and
tradition that was established from its founding. It began on the border of Spain and Portugal
where it served as a screen between Wellington’s Army and the French. For six months while
vastly outnumbered, it manned outposts, guarded fords and bridges, and fought numerous
skirmishes. When it came time pull back from the border, the division endured a harrowing
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retreat with a relentless enemy at their heels. It was during this eventful year it developed an
esprit-de-corps and a belief in its leaders and itself that was unrivaled in Wellington’s Army.
Wellington's Light Division in the Peninsular War uses over 100 primary sources to recount the
numerous skirmishes, combats, and battles, as well as the hardships of a year of duty on the
front lines. Many of these sources are from British and Portuguese archives and have never
been published before. Others are from long-forgotten books published over 150 years ago. It
is through the words of the officers and men who served with it that this major, and longanticipated study of the first critical year of the Light Division is told.
The essays in this collection focus on United Irish propaganda and organisation before and
during the 1798 rebellion.
Article on Sardar Sarovar (Narmada) Project.
This book discusses two moral panics that appeared in the media in late apartheid South
Africa: the Satanism scare and the so-called epidemic of white family murder. The analysis of
these symptoms of social and political change reveals important truths about whiteness,
gender, violence, history, nationalism and injustice in South Africa and beyond.

Wildy’s Handbook for Magistrates (previously published as Blackstone’s Handbook for
Magistrates) is a readable and comprehensive account of the work of magistrates in
England and Wales. It examines how magistrates are appointed; what they are
empowered to do; how their courts are organised and operated; the kinds of matters
they deal with – crimes such as theft and assault, traffic offences and issues concerning
children and families; how they go about assessing evidence and deciding what to
accept as true; how they decide whether defendants should be released on bail or kept
in custody; the sentences they may impose and how they endeavour to make the
punishment fit the crime. The book also looks at how legal aid works, a subject of
continuing public and political concern. Last, but not least, it gives a flavour of what life
as a magistrate is really like, touching on the pressures, responsibilities and rewards of
the work. This new edition reflects the many changes introduced over recent years.
These include revisions to the procedure for applying to become a magistrate and the
training requirements; the introduction of the Criminal Procedure Rules, case
management and other measures to reduce delay; the landmark Courts Act 2003;
amendments to the Bail Act; and wholesale revision of the approach to sentencing.The
authors, one a deputy justices’ clerk, the other a serving magistrate, bring two different,
but equally important, areas of experience and expertise to the work and explain
complicated concepts in a straightforward manner, keeping legal jargon to a minimum.
“…a welcome addition to the list of appropriate books for magistrates and prospective
magistrates. It is aimed not only at newly appointed members of the bench, but will also
be of considerable interest and assistance to those with more experience…there is a
great deal of support for magistrates in this handbook. It will also be of interest to other
court users including legal advisers and probations staff. This is a thorough and
carefully researched work ….”From a review of previous edition in The
Magistrate“Magistrates old, new and prospective will gain much from this book…The
authors have succeeded in providing a wide-ranging account of the work of lay
magistrates. A lucid explanation of a magistrate’s work and duties is found in this book.
The text is written with the non-lawyer in mind.” From a review of previous edition in
New Law Journal
Introduction to the Magistrates' Court was an instant success in the UK when it was first
published 20 years ago and it has remained the leading work of its kind ever since. It
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has been consistently rated 'excellent' by reviewers. This fully revised fifth edition takes
into account the wide scale changes in the UK which have affected the work of Justices
of the Peace in recent years. It contains a unique insight and is highly readable for both
newcomers and experienced criminal justice practitioners. The book contains an
extensive Glossary of Words, Phrases, Acronyms and Abbreviations — the language of
the system — which will be of particular use to people coming into contact with the
magistrates' courts for the first time. It is fully indexed and includes a guide to further
reading, as well as useful internet links.
This report is part of WHO's response to the 49th World Health Assembly held in 1996
which adopted a resolution declaring violence a major and growing public health
problem across the world. It is aimed largely at researchers and practitioners including
health care workers, social workers, educators and law enforcement officials.
The Missionary’s Curse tells the story of a Chinese village that has been Catholic since
the seventeenth century, drawing direct connections between its history, the globalizing
church, and the nation. Harrison recounts the popular folk tales of merchants and
peasants who once adopted Catholic rituals and teachings for their own purposes, only
to find themselves in conflict with the orthodoxy of Franciscan missionaries arriving
from Italy. The village’s long religious history, combined with the similarities between
Chinese folk religion and Italian Catholicism, forces us to rethink the extreme violence
committed in the area during the Boxer Uprising. The author also follows nineteenth
century Chinese priests who campaigned against missionary control, up through the
founding of the official church by the Communist Party in the 1950s. Harrison’s indepth study provides a rare insight into villager experiences during the Socialist
Education Movement and Cultural Revolution, as well as the growth of Christianity in
China in recent years. She makes the compelling argument that Catholic practice in the
village, rather than adopting Chinese forms in a gradual process of acculturation, has in
fact become increasingly similar to those of Catholics in other parts of the world.
This text concentrates on the apprehension, investigation and trial of suspected
offenders, overlaying its analysis with a critical appraisal of the system and suggesting
pointers to improvement.
"Magisterial. . . . A learned, brilliant and enjoyable study."—Géza Vermès, Times Literary
Supplement In this exciting book, Paula Fredriksen explains the variety of New
Testament images of Jesus by exploring the ways that the new Christian communities
interpreted his mission and message in light of the delay of the Kingdom he had
preached. This edition includes an introduction reviews the most recent scholarship on
Jesus and its implications for both history and theology. "Brilliant and lucidly written, full
of original and fascinating insights."—Reginald H. Fuller, Journal of the American
Academy of Religion "This is a first-rate work of a first-rate historian."—James D. Tabor,
Journal of Religion "Fredriksen confronts her documents—principally the writings of the
New Testament—as an archaeologist would an especially rich complex site. With great
care she distinguishes the literary images from historical fact. As she does so, she
explains the images of Jesus in terms of the strategies and purposes of the writers
Paul, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John."—Thomas D’Evelyn, Christian Science Monitor
The Magistrate's TaleA Frontline Report from a New JPBloomsbury Publishing
When Trevor Grove was called up for Jury service he became so intrigued with the justice
system that he wrote a successful book about it - The Juryman's Tale. Now he's joined the
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magistracy and gives a fascinating, funny and insightful account of just how the magistracy
works at a time of great change. Lay magistrates deal with more than 95 per cent of all criminal
cases in England and Wales, yet they are all volunteers, drawn from local communities, with
no legal training or special qualifications, and are not paid a penny for what they do.
Astonishingly little is known about what it is like to serve as a magistrate. (Each year 5,000
people apply to become magistrates; only 25 per cent are successful.) This book is the first for
many years to shed light on the experience. Interweaving his own personal experience of
becoming a magistrate in north London with general observations, relevant interviews and a
little history, Trevor Grove takes us on a fascinating journey into this extraordinary and unique
institution. He has visited courts all over the country to talk to magistrates and observe how
crimes and criminals differ from region to region, and how the 'benches' dealing with them
differ too. He has visited jails and Young Offenders' Institutions and he has interviewed all of
the principal players, from the Lord Chief Justice and Home Secretary, to more integral
characters such as justices' clerks, ushers, probation officers, local police and offenders. His
journey uncovers a remarkable act of national faith in the good sense of ordinary people, which
says a great deal more about the strength and health of our democracy than is sufficiently
appreciated.
When violence occurs in democracies it is often characterized as an aberration. The state that
saw human rights violations and failure of law and order in Gujarat in 2002 emerged, even if by
its own admission, as a model for good governance. Communal Violence, Forced Migration
and the State, through an account of displaced Muslims, challenges this notion. Through the
unlikely yet probing lens of displacement, it offers fresh insight into communal violence and is
an important resource for the emerging domain of forced migration and the changing nature of
the state in a globalized world.
A rare insight and celebration of the magistracy, Our Magistracy sets out its core role and
values and identifies mistakes by politicians, administrators, bureaucrats and others. By a
former chairman of the Magistrates Association of England and Wales. In this thoroughly
informed account of the magistracy the author deals with key issues touching on that
institution. Focussing on what Lord Bingham, Lord Chief Justice, described as a ‘democratic
jewel beyond price’, he explains its rationale, goals and over-riding values. Dealing with major
developments, economics, management, day-to-day practicalities and changing times the
author casts an experienced eye over summary justice, law and order and its fascinating
history of local administration. Describing the magistracy as a great national institution,
independent, respected and a true people’s court, John Hosking nevertheless decries a
halving of its size, closure of courthouses, remote services and increasing reliance on
professional judges rather than community volunteers. Though much has changed for the
better to increase competency, meet criticism and maintain integrity, the book explains how
other developments have challenged the very status of the lay magistracy and made inroads
into one of the most cherished principles of our democracy: public participation in the justice
system. Extracts ‘It … ill-behoves politicians and reformers to support actions which may be
designed to improve the justice system as a whole, but which devalue the magistracy in the
process. Likewise, the sustainability of the magistracy can only be assured if the popular
demands of the present … are met without compromising the future of the whole institution.’ ‘In
addition to its unquestioned integrity and independence, the most persuasive reason for having
a lay magistracy is that … it manifestly does a good job at a very low cost.’
Manifestos and immodest proposals from China's most famous artist and activist, culled from
his popular blog, shut down by Chinese authorities in 2009. In 2006, even though he could
barely type, China's most famous artist started blogging. For more than three years, Ai Weiwei
turned out a steady stream of scathing social commentary, criticism of government policy,
thoughts on art and architecture, and autobiographical writings. He wrote about the Sichuan
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earthquake (and posted a list of the schoolchildren who died because of the government's
“tofu-dregs engineering”), reminisced about Andy Warhol and the East Village art scene,
described the irony of being investigated for “fraud” by the Ministry of Public Security, made a
modest proposal for tax collection. Then, on June 1, 2009, Chinese authorities shut down the
blog. This book offers a collection of Ai's notorious online writings translated into English—the
most complete, public documentation of the original Chinese blog available in any language.
The New York Times called Ai “a figure of Warholian celebrity.” He is a leading figure on the
international art scene, a regular in museums and biennials, but in China he is a manifold and
controversial presence: artist, architect, curator, social critic, justice-seeker. He was a
consultant on the design of the famous “Bird's Nest” stadium but called for an Olympic
boycott; he received a Chinese Contemporary Art “lifetime achievement award” in 2008 but
was beaten by the police in connection with his “citizen investigation” of earthquake casualties
in 2009. Ai Weiwei's Blog documents Ai's passion, his genius, his hubris, his righteous anger,
and his vision for China.
A modern classic by Nobel Laureate J.M. Coetzee. His latest novel, The Schooldays of Jesus,
is now available from Viking. Late Essays: 2006-2016 will be available January 2018. For
decades the Magistrate has been a loyal servant of the Empire, running the affairs of a tiny
frontier settlement and ignoring the impending war with the barbarians. When interrogation
experts arrive, however, he witnesses the Empire's cruel and unjust treatment of prisoners of
war. Jolted into sympathy for their victims, he commits a quixotic act of rebellion that brands
him an enemy of the state. J. M. Coetzee's prize-winning novel is a startling allegory of the war
between opressor and opressed. The Magistrate is not simply a man living through a crisis of
conscience in an obscure place in remote times; his situation is that of all men living in
unbearable complicity with regimes that ignore justice and decency. Mark Rylance (Wolf Hall,
Bridge of Spies), Ciro Guerra and producer Michael Fitzgerald are teaming up to to bring J.M.
Coetzee's Waiting for the Barbarians to the big screen.
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson
Mandela is one of the great moral and political leaders of our time: an international hero whose
lifelong dedication to the fight against racial oppression in South Africa won him the Nobel
Peace Prize and the presidency of his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from more
than a quarter-century of imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most
compelling and inspiring political drama in the world. As president of the African National
Congress and head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he was instrumental in moving
the nation toward multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital
force in the fight for human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is his
moving and exhilarating autobiography, destined to take its place among the finest memoirs of
history's greatest figures. Here for the first time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the
extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate
triumph.
CONTENTS MYTHOLOGY LEGENDS FOLK TALES REFERENCES INDEX

This 80 page guide will teach applicants how to pass the first and second
interviews that form part of the magistrate selection process in England and
Wales.
The right to a fair trial is often held as a central constitutional protection. It
nevertheless remains unclear what precisely should count as a 'fair' trial and who
should decide verdicts. This already difficult issue has become even more
important given a number of proposed reforms of the trial, especially for
defendants charged with terrorism offences. This collection, The Right to a Fair
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Trial, is the first to publish in one place the most influential work in the field on the
following topics: including the right to jury trial; lay participation in trials; jury
nullification; trial reform; the civil jury trial; and the more recent issue of terrorism
trials. The collection should help inform both scholars and students of both the
importance and complexity of the right to a fair trial, as well as shed light on how
the trial might be further improved.
Every year a quarter of a million people are selected at random from the electoral
register for jury service. They are given no training and are forbidden to discuss
their verdicts after the trial. Despite the high-profile trials of Louise Woodward
and O.J. Simpson, astonishingly little is known about what it's like to serve on a
jury: this book is the first to reveal it.
- ESAP and women
Media and Entertainment Law presents a contemporary analysis of the law
relating to the media and entertainment industry both in terms of its practical
application and its theoretical framework. Looking at key aspects such as TV and
radio broadcasting, the print press, the music industry, online news and
entertainment and social networking sites, this textbook provides students with
detailed coverage of the key principles, cases and legislation as well as a critical
analysis of regulatory bodies such as the Press Complaints Commission and
OFCOM. Media and Entertainment Law is also the first book to discuss
superinjunctions and the phone-hacking scandal involving News of the World.
Punishment is an area of increasing importance and concern to both citizens and
politicians. How do we decide what should be crimes? How do we decide when
someone is responsible for a crime? What should we do with criminals? These
are the main questions raised in this book.
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